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Multi Award Winning Low Energy Self Build Home, 

Heated With A Single Log Burner 

“A very low energy property, which 

has tiny running costs in terms of utilities 

they have built an architecturally stun-

ning building. It is sympathetic to the 

surroundings in its design—and similar 

to the vernacular dwellings.” 

This project is a great example of 

keeping things simple. Built in Ditcheat, 

Somerset, the house won "Build It's Best 

Eco Homes" in 2014 for its performance 

and simplicity. 

Total Energy Costs < £80/yr 

Award winning, ultra low energy home, that heats itself. 

“We set out to follow Passivhaus princi-

pals, in terms of ensuring the building 

was as well insulated and air tight as 

possible, and using BuildBetter ICFs 

made that easy for us.” 

Chewton Mendip: The Future of Housing.  

Less than £8/month  

to heat 

Outstanding Customer’s Homes 
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BuildBetter Walling 

Most new homes lose, on average, 60% more heat than predicted.  

In some cases the figure is more than 100% more.  

There are lots of reasons, and one solution; BuildBetter Walling  

 No air gaps between or behind the insula-

tion, the poured concrete seals every gap.  

 No air movement in or through the insulation 

 No loss in performance over time. 

 The continuous outer layer means no extra 

thermal bridging 

 No extra losses at wall ties. 

 

 No settlement or drying shrinkage ensures 

long term performance. 

 In built air tightness barrier, ensures draught 

free construction. 

 The warm inner surface and massive thermal 

storage capacity reduce peak heating 

demand by 50% compared to lightweight 

homes. 

Contractor Range 

 Entry level product 

 Thicker 70mm panels 

 Superior U values 

Eco Range 

 Graphite enhanced EPS 

 Enhanced R value 

 With infrared heat reflectors  

 10% thermal improvement  

 without increased wall thickness 

Xtra Range 

 Made with graphite enhanced EPS 

 Choice of 5 external foam thickness 

 U values to <0.1w/m2k 

 Available formed or flat packed  

 easy to build around reinforcement. 

Drafts and cold spots in the home are eliminated in winter 

Overheating and humidity is easily controlled in summer  

EPS foam and concrete do not release unhealthy and allergy-aggravating chemicals   

No nutrient sources exists in BuildBetter  walling preventing unhealthy mould growth. 
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Product Range 
BuildBetter Walling 

 

Build Better Walling  offers the widest range of ICF on the market. 

 

From the robust entry level Contractor range, to the Passivhaus  

compliant Xtra range, BuildBetter walling has the ICF block for you.  

  

The Contractor range has 70mm high density, fire retardant EPS 

foam on both sides of a 158mm concrete core. The 70mm pan-

els ensure walls can be filled and compacted to a full storey high 

in one operation. The solid concrete core gives fire resistance 

and allows simple un-reinforced walls for domestic housing.   

 

The Eco range, adds Graphite enhanced EPS technology to im-

prove the U values of the Contactor arrange, without increasing 

the wall thickness.  

  

For those seeking low energy  and Passivhaus designs the Xtra 

range is ideal. Here the outer poly can be specified in a choice of 

5 thickness to give U values down to 0.11, without the need for 

adding any extra insulation.  

 

All building better walling products are made in the UK, by the 

UK’s largest producer of EPS, under ISo900 quality systems, 

with BBA certification. You can’t buy better. 

 

The Contractor and Eco ranges are held in stock for short deliv-

ery lead-times, while the Xtra range can be made to order at 

short notice. 

 

 

 


